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ABSTRACT 
Miniaturization has revolutionalized many technological areas in the past decades and has given 
us many products and services that we now consider routine. At a slower pace has been the 
development of miniature systems for chemical processing. Although analytical applications in 
biomedicine, such as lab-on-a-chip, have been well publicized, less well known are 
microchemical systems for the production of chemicals. Because of microscale geometry these 
systems can possess extraordinarily high rates of heat and mass transport, enabling 
unprecedented levels of processing efficiency as measured by such figures of merit as 
conversion, selectivity, space-time velocity, etc. on a per volume basis. Our group has been 
involved in understanding the crucial issues and fundamental limitations of such systems in a 
variety of applications. The presentation will highlight a few examples of these applications, 
especially in the areas of hydrogen generation for portable fuel-cell powered systems, and in 
pharmaceutical synthesis where high conversion and selectivity can significantly improve 
manufacturing efficiency by reducing purification steps for product isolation. 
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